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Introduction and Preliminaries
Fixed point theory is one of the most dynamic research area and has many applications in differential and integral equations. The most impressing result in this area was given by Banach in 1922. This result is called Banachicontractioniprinciple. Every contraction has a unique fixedivpoint in a complete metric.space. Due to elementary technique used in the proof by Banach and its usefulness in solving various problems in many areas, efforts have been.made for generalizing this celebrated result in many abstract.spaces and for various operators. In 1906, French mathematician M. Frechet carried axiomatic development of the notion of a matric.space. The metric.spaces play an important role.in thedgrowth of Functional Analysis.Inspired by the impact.of the.notiondof a metricdspace in Mathematics, several researchersiattempted various generalizationsdof thisinotion.such.as rectangular.metric spaces,semimetricispaces, quasi-metricispaces, Moreover Eniola Funmilayo kazeem [9] thedconcept ofda quasi-pseudometric space was introduced and.some fixed point theorem was proven.Theiconcept of a b-metricispace.hasibeen studied Czerwick in [4, 5] andimany others iobtained imany fixed ipoint results for single.and multi-value.mappings. In.1970, Takahashi [15] [16] introduced convexity in metric spaces and.studied.certain.fixed-pointdtheorems.in.such metric.spaces.for non-expansive.maps.
The.convex structure on convex.spaces was studied by several authors after that. Ding [8] LetiX is ainon-.empty set. Aifunction D: X × X → + is called afPseudo multiplicativefmetric.Ififor.any x, y, z ϵ X is satisfied with.the following fconditions:
foriall.x,y,zϵX 
Theniit is said.that functioniD is.a Pseudo.Multiplicative metricfon X. fDefinitionf3. Let (X,D) befafpseudodmultiplicative.metricfspace Assumefthat { } isfa sequencefin X and x ϵX. Then (i) Thedsequence { } in X isdsaid to bedconvergent x, if →∞ ( , )=1 (ii) Thefsequence { }fin X isfsaid to befa CauchyfSequence If forfany ϵ>1, therefexists afpositive finteger 0 suchfthat d( , )< ϵ forfall n,k> 0 (iii) The Pseudofmultiplicative metricfspace is said to befcomplete if every Cauchy sequencefconverges to afpoint in it.
(iv)iLet T: X→X be afmapping. The mappingfT isdsaid fto be sequentiallyfcontinuous if → x impliesfT( ) →T(x), as n→ ∞.
Definition 4.[Multiplicative Contraction Mapping]
Leti(X, D)dbe a multiplicativedpseudo metricfspace. Acmap T: X → X is saidfto be a contractionfif therecacexists adnumber λiwith 0<λ≤ 1 suchdthat
It is saidfthat afpoint x X is aicommon.fixed pointfofiT and S:
If Tx=Sx= x when T,S:X → X are mappings.
Definitiond 6.[Self Mapping]
Let's make T a set.. A self -mapping on T maps itself from T.
Definition 7.
Suppose (X, D)iis a multiplicative pseudo metricfspace. 
This.implies iD(x, w(x, y,
_____ (iii) and.using (a) weihave 
Main Results
Infthis sectionfwe discuss some fixed pointftheorems infPseudo Multiplicative metric.spaces with convex structure. 
_________ (1) foriall x,yY.Then.f hasiat.least one pointifixed.
Proofe:-Using Pseudo multiplicative.convex structure definition weehave eD(x,W(x,y, ; n=1,2,3,………. ________ (5) Since Y is.convex. so Y and using (2), (4) and (5),weihave
Multiplying (6) .and (7)
Now using 3 , we.obtain
From (8) and (9),weiget
This implies
Byisubstituting x for and y for −1 in (1),weihave
_____ (11) Using (10) .and (11)
_____ (13) Combining (12) and (13), weihave
Using pseudo multiplicativeiconvexistructure, weihave
Thatiis,
Continuing in similar wayiwe obtain 
Hence D(z,fz) =i1 and we can deduce this from Lemma 2.2 z=f(z).
Whichicompletes theiproof. 
_________ (16)
Byireplacing x with and y with −1 in equation (14) welget
_________ (17) Using.equations (15) , (16) and (17) , we.have iD ( , +1 ) 2 .iD( , −1 ) 2 ≤D( , −1 )
Continuing.in a.similar wayiwe.get
Using 3 , we have
Since 0 ≤  < 1, therefore we.get 
